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Almy torch rack
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1 Rack Base with caster wheels
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1 Rack Top
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2 Rack Sides
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2 Triangular Corner Braces
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2 Brass handles
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4 Handle screws (silver colored, not illustrated)
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8 Top and Bottom assembly screws
(brass colored with machine screw thread)
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8 barrel nuts (silver colored)
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4 Corner brace assembly screws
(brass colored with wood screw thread, not illustrated)
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1 Allen wrench (not illustrated)
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The assembly of the torch rack is most easily done by two people.

1 Fasten the top and bottom to the rack sides
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1.1 Identify the “top side” of the rack top. The rack top has 12 large holes
drilled through the top with two sets of small holes drilled near each
end. The “top side” of the rack top has smoother, more contoured edge
on the large holes for the poles.
1.2 Identify the inside surface and the bottom end of the rack sides. Each
hour-glass shaped side piece has five holes (2 at top and 3 at bottom).
All five holes are visible on the inside surface of the rack sides; these
inside surfaces should face each other in the final assembly. Each side
piece also has a small hole that goes completely through it — this
marks the bottom end of the side piece.
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1.3 Place the barrel nuts (H) into the corner holes on the inside surfaces
and use a screw driver to rotate the nut so that the driver slot is aligned
vertically. Set the rack top on its edge on the floor. Insert a brass assembly screw into one of the larger holes at the end of the top. Align a side
piece (corner holes with barrel nuts facing inside) and finger-tighten
the screws until they start smoothly into the barrel nuts. You may need
to use a screw driver to rotate the barrel nut to allow the screw to fit.
Finger-tighten only. Repeat this process to attach the top to the other
side, and then the bottom to the sides. After all eight screws are fingertight, use the Allen wrench provided to tighten securely.

2 Fasten the corner braces at the bottom of the rack
2.1 Position the torch rack on its side with the casters facing you. Align a
triangular corner brace so that the holes on the corner brace match the
holes on the side and bottom.
2.2 With your fingers, start a brass wood screw through the rack bottom
into the hole in the edge of a corner brace, then start a second wood
screw through the rack side into the corner brace. Leave finger tight
and repeat the process with the second corner brace on the other side.
Use the Allen wrench to finish tightening all four of the corner brace
screws.

3 Attach brass handles to rack top
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3.1 Fasten handles to “top side” of rack top. Align the handles with the
small holes at the ends of the rack top. Use either a Phillips head or a
slot head screw driver; fasten the silver colored screws into the handles.
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